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Placed on Wait

rad·

. . 11,-~···~0t Sent Parking Applications
/

Lobophoto

Walter Birge

By Dolores Wood
In a cha,f.lge of. "procedure,,
Parking Services did not mail·
graduate students· applications
for parking 'pe~mits this year.
Graduate students who· did not
go to their departments for, iii-·
'formation on the'perm~ts must be
put on a waitin,t Ji:st"'!to:~te.t a::
sticker.
·
·
W alter BiT ge ,.(ji rei-c t o·r·o {.
parking services, • tir,St.~ deni~d
that graduate 'students ltad· been ·
left off the mailfng;,lists:Then.
Assistant Registrar Helen
Jackson told the LOBO that for
the .first time, Parking Services
had directed her department not
to make mail.in.g la·b~~l.s·fqr
graduate students.
1
' I
had· several graduate
students call me because they did
not receive the application in the
mail," Jackson said. "I told 'them
to call Parking Services, that

Ford Comes Out SWinging;
·Carter Agrees to Debate~

.; By Rob~rt R ..Lee
·
President Gerald Ford·won the GOP nomination
,for the presiqit~cy late last Wednesday evening at
Kansas City, .and·jn ·.~n accep,tance speech to the
convention Thursday challenged Democratic candidateJiirimy:Carter to a televised debate.
Ford chose f?en; Robert J. Dole pf Kansas to be
his running mate.
.
· After a close_'struggle with Reagan forces, Ford
won the Repui:)Jicah. nomination by a 5.1 per cent,
117-vote margin.
Ford's acceptance speech Thursday evening was
delivered with uncharacteristic forcefulness, and
the President ·was interrupted a number of times
by cheers ar,td applause from the estimated 17,000
people in the Kempe~r Arena.
After a decision reportedly made only hours
before his speech, Fotd .said during the speech,
"I'm ready. I'm eager-to go.. before the American
people and debate the rear issues face-to-face with
Jimmy Carter. The American people have the
right to know firsthand exactly where both of us
stand."
·. ·
Carter responded quickly to Ford's challenge. In
a statement issued near midnight last Thursday in
Plains, Ga., Carter said, "I'm asking President
Ford to join me in a debate or a series of debates on
the choices facing the American people."
Political observers seem to think that Ford
would have the edge in a debate with Carter.
Ford's career in the House has given him considerable experience in debate compared with Carter's four years in the Georgia Legislature.

After his speech, Ford invited Ronald Reagan to
the podium. Reagan stepped to the microphone
amid tremendous applause and asked for party
unity.
A move to place Reagan's name in nomination

for the vice-presidency began in the F'lorida
delegation and spread to 18 other pro-Reagan state
delegations. Reagan himself told Ford Thursday
that he did not want the vice-presidential spot.
Ford's decision to choose Sen. Robert J. Dole of
Kansas as his running mate was reportedly made
in the early hours of Thursd:;.y morning.
Dole, 53, served four terms in the House, was
elected to the Senate in 1968, and was re-elected in
1974.
.
.
.
In choosing Dole, Ford evidently ruled out the
Reagan concept of a geographical and philosophical
balance in the Republican ticket. Dole, like Ford, is
a midwesterner, and considered a moderate.
Dole's wife, Elizabeth, is a member of the
Federal Trade Commission. She said last week, for
the moment, she was not considering resigning her
job because her husband had become the vicepresidential nominee. She said she might change
her mind if Ford is elected. Her seven-year term
on the commission expires in 1980.
· Besides Dole, votes were cast for 32 others for
the vice-presidential spot. Among these, one of the
biggest vote-getters was conservative North
Carolina Sen. Jesse Helms. Helms apparently was
an alternative for Reagan backe!'s who failed to
convince Reagan to allow his name to be placed in
nomination.·

there was essentially nothing we
could do abou't it;"
·
After Jackso:n's. statements,
Birge admit.ted · tbat gra~uate
students had been ..deleted from·
the mailing .Ii_sts: He said th~y
were left off so :t:'arking Services·.
could be sure· graduate students
who were also"graduate assistants paid the $39 staff fee instead 'of
the $27 student fee fo,r a permit.
Berry Cox, director of Police
and Parking Services, supported
Birge's statement. "Machinewise, we don't'know soon enough
w~o is 'going to qe ·a graduate
assistant," he said.
·
Tlie deadline for departments
to notify graduate students that
they have been selected as
assistants is April 15 of the year
previous to their employment,
said Victor H. Regener, chairman
of Physics and 'Astronomy. While
the departments often exceed
that deadline, he said, most have
chosen the majority of graduate
assistants .by that time. "We
notify at least 60 per cent and
sometimes 100 per cent by the
deadline," he said.
Cox said applications for permits were sent to the individual
departments at the University to
be given to g~aduate students at
thatlevel. .
But the 1nstructions. accompanying these applications
mention only faculty and staf£.
'rhe mem_o.:. gives no indication

that these .a,pplications are also
for graduate students. Cox admitted that:the memo was no different than the ones Parking Services has S.!:nt out in previous
years with ..permit applications
for faculty an~d staff.

A. survey:7of several departments showed that none were
aware of a'"'c~ange in procedure.
None of th~· departments contacted had"tJotified their
graduate students about parking
permits. ''We received nothing
particularly,. f~r the graduate
students,". saj:d a secretary for
the Politicai'S.cience department.
"But we did :r:eceive applicat.ions
•
for faculty hi.!.
Graduate student Marianne
Graffson w.en't to Parking Services to co.mplain that she had
not been given:--a chance to obtain
her ~ticker ~bY. mail. "Parking
Services tol.~·me it was my fault,
and that th'ey didn't have
anything to do with the mistake,"
she said. "They told me I must
not have preregistered."
Graffson said she then called
the registrar's office. Registrar
Fred Chreist· told her that
Parking Services had left the
q-radua.te students orr the mailing
hsts this year, she said.
When she called Parking Services and confronted them with
this information they were very
cooperative, Graffson said. She
said that she and a graduate
student friend of hers went to the
Parking Services office and were
given stickers in the "B" area
which had been closed for weeks.
She said she thought Parking
Services

had

given

her· thq-

sticker to keep her from telling

other graduate students that
they had not been given the same
chance as everyone else to obtain
permits. "Although I'm very glad
to have my "B" sticker, I still
think Parking Services was
tr.ying to bu.y me off," she said.

Mass Va-ccinations
·To Be Offered
at
U.
By

Robert Jackson
A swine flu vaccination program is being prepared for the 22,000
students and: faculty members at the University, Student Health Center officials s}!id.
.
·
Marion Lauer, nurse coordinator and head of the Allergy and Immunization D~pt., and Dr. Robert Fackelman, a Student Health Center physician-;' said the chicken-egg-grown and government-sponsored
vaccine is sc~eduled for Oct. 4, but this date could be changed.
Lauer saicl the Student Health Center would supply as many
wo.rkers as'·p~ssible without understaffing themselves for a couple of
days. She said the program would possibly move to a larger area,
Johnson Gytnnasium, for administering the vaccine, if present
facilities pJ:Oif'e too small.
She said"'the Student Health Center will probably have .the use of
seven injec.~r guns. from the Public Health Dept. Each gun will
require onifil;ajector and three clerical persons. Twenty-eight people
in all would.B~ needed to keep lines in order, take statistical data, and
'handle cons"e11.fforms.
The consliJl,t forms, which are mandatory for everyone taking the
vaccine', exilJain the benefits of the vaccine, the small risk involved,
the difference: between the two types of vaccines given, and who
assumes r.esponsibility for any adverse reaction to the vaccine. .
Lauer said, '"My reasons for wanting all (University students and
staff} to take'the vaccine is that an epidemic of similar nature took the
lives of ab9q{go million persons in 1918 and 1919. Those having taken
the vaccine,.:if the epidemic occurs, have a 90 per cent chance of no~
being affected:"
. ·
She said tJ1at at the preseQt time there is only a vaccine for those 23
years old and above, and those of high-risk groups having chronic
illnesses such' as heart and lung diseases.
She. said iii testing pt::r·sons 23 yeiJ,rS old and younger, statistics
showed a·hlg.h reactor rate with the present vaccine and that the
uitimahf results oi the vaccfne was a high antibody response with a
low reactoJi rate (side eff~cts being similar to flu symptoms).
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:M.~~rr~l.'ftl!i.~i;:l1;d
Photo by Miguel Gandert

Ranger didn't find any ducks in the duck pond, but he did find ·something to sink Ms
teeth into.
'
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Lauer said. there should be a safe and effective vaccine for persons
younger than 24 by the time the Health Center offers the vaccine.
The vaccine is government-backed and the government has·
assumed all responsibility for any negative responses to the vaccine.
Since the. vaccine is made from a dead virus, there is no chance of
catching flu from the vaccine. The vaccine is made from fertilized
eggs, though, and anyone who is allergic to eggs should not be
inoculated. ·
.;, .
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Hy Rebekah Szymanski
The New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group (NMPIRG), which
is being financed this year by a $2
increase in the student ASUNM
activity fee, announced Friday that
students not wanting to support
them could recci ve their refund
during the fifth and sixth week of
the semester.
Students may obtain an envelope
from the SUB ticket office to be
self-addressed and returned. The
University will then send the
students their $2 check in the mail.
The new Coordinator of the
NMPIRG Michael Huston said the
group is "assuming about 15 per
cent of the students will want a
refund."
He
said
the· non-profit
organization expects to function
on about $50,000 this year after the
refunds are given out. "But this of
course depends on the number of
students who want a refund. We've
also got to give a 5 per cent service
charge to the University for
handling the ticket refunds" he
said.
Rick Stewart, spokesperson for
the group said their staff will
soon consist of about five pro=
fessional lawyers and scientists
that will oversee the research of
nine board members and the stu·
dents in the program. Two fulltime professionals "{ere recently
liired and PIRG expects to add
another two or three. The two
new lawyers are Huston, and
Denise J!'ort, Staff Attorney.
The group is also -run by nine
student board members electeq

twice yearly by the student body,
With each election half the board
mcm bers arc replaced. Terms last
for one year.
The offices of PIRG were
recently moved off campus to 107
Cornell S. E. Huston said this was
due to the need for added office
space and also to, "emphasize our
independence from those who
control the University.
"We don't want to be vetoed by
the regents. We serve the students,
the students veto us," he said.
''The nine student directors will be
responsive to the students, if they
think we're doing something wrong
then the directors will do something
about it.''
Last spring close to 40 UNM
students received course credit from
three NMPIRG-sponsored course&,
"Some were hired by the City
because they were involved in this,"
said Chris Perry, a former
NMPIRG Board of Direciors
member.
The three courses dealt with
investigating problems in the
community that have an impact on
local and state-wide affairs. About
20 students who received credit
from a course entitled Affirmative Action, learned how to fight
University bureaucracy for the
investigated," he said.
· Another class, dealing with
prescription drugs, researched the
price variations and services from
store to store.
There
were
also
Local
Government Internships, where
students worked with the city or
county governments on a Problems
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Michael Huston

course basis.
These courses will again be
offered this fall.
Aside from the course offerings,
PIRG said they hoped to look into

such areas as utility-rate reform,
tax reform, minority right~, and
energy proposals.
Huston said students are able to
receive from one to four hours of

"We'll try to come up with some
topics and then go through the
University bureaucracy for the
student. We're also interested in the
topics students think need to be
investigated," he said.
For students who wish to gain
academic credit for working on a
NMPIRG project, Huston said they
should contact them at their PIRG
office by calling 277-2757, or by
stopping by. Meetings are also held
bi-weekly. Information on new
course topics will be circulated
through "'Lip Service" in the
LOBO, or by posters distributed
around campus.

Commun. l"ty College
Off e rs 1.16 Q U rses

c

'

l
I

'

is a list of
events. It inclurles dates
and times of meeti •. gs, annotn:cem,nts and notices of interest to University students.
There is no charge for placing
messages in Lip Service. All
messages are subject to ·the Lip
3ervice
below.

made mistakes, . nee.;te:d more
patience and operat~d· ~~·.a: ~on·
fusing way, he h~d put .together
an exciting progl'l!m; f!e.~.use ·of
that, I voted in his favo1"."-·
Tobias said he wilZ:reconimend
to the Senate that UNM student
Porter Dillon be made new acting
chairwoman of the · committee.
Dillon was a mel(l.~er of last
remember we have classified and
display advertising for announcements of job openings and
activities for which admission is
charged. But if proceeds are given
to charities, the announcement is
appropriate for Lip Service. Postal ..
regulations do prevent printing of
an~· information about lotteries or
"games of chance."

~.l~'
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more

inrorm~tion

call Dave Montague at 277-2178.
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If you would like to be a voter registrar you arc
urgently needed. Leave name and phone number
in the SUB, Room 242. UNM Democrats/ ASUNM
Registration Committee.

•

Annquncing new..lower pr1ces on

ASUNM~Scn.'DavC GirCJ.i bohls Office hOiirs
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 1202, Scholes Hall,

Room 160. 277·2626.

ASUNM Speakers' Committee welcomes all

ideas for ils 1976·17 Speakers Series. Mail your
. ideas to the ASUNM Spl•akcrs' Commitlef>, SUB,
Suite 242, UNM 87131, or call277-D435.

Texas lnstrutnents

Want to learn how to dance? Ballroont Danee
Club meeting, 7·9 p.m., Rm. 101, Carlisle Gym, -

every Friday.

electronic calculators,

Do You Need
c
Cash?

1270- $14.95
2550-11 -$34.95
SR-50A- $59.95
SR-51A- $79.95
SR-52- $299.95
SR-56 -$109.95

Tl-1270

Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice· W eekl

Blood
Plasm·a
Donor Center

8am to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday
Doctor in
residence

UNm Bookstore

842-6991

University of New mexico
Albuquerque, N.m. 87131

Albuquerque · ,
1307 Central N~
SR·51A

A I b u q u e· x·q u.~:':.J~· :s: 7. "'3 1·.
Registration' .. caii'':'illse- .:be;;con-·
ducted weeM~rs.::at -=:t$S,j]ommunity C:ollege.:offjce;:b~~'l.!l<\len"8
a.m. and 5 p.m..
.
All courses. 'l'r;tVe ·'a .rhl:liimum
and. maximum
.
.·~nrollmen.t.:.;Ie.vel.
.. - .
"It IS 1mporta!lt t~ reg_1s~r:early,
not only to: guar!:D.te: yoUJ;..P.lace
in class, but·.jo .. ass\}re-:t~<~t the
course will. meet: the ne(\essary
minimum enr'bfil(l.'enJ; le.vel,'\<;lay.
said.
·
Course · off~ring( :.m-th~:arts
and crafts gr'i!!iriiug.in:,Cl;~ife:,:Body
0 rna me n't s·f r o·nr N a.t u· r. e ;'
c ail i gr a p"h.y.
:;·Be:"gi~niti ng
Ceramics; ··':1'11t,·ermeifiate
Ceramics; Ch.ine.s:e.: Pldnting;
Contemporary
Bas.ke.t>ry;
Creative
Drama..:...:Colnmunity'
Theatre; Design ·Pti'itdam'e.r\:tals;
Fabric C b'IJ a.g;e>a;n d. 0<> n ·
structions; Freehancf. .. :pr.awing;
Hand Made Firm~:.-.fil';'Y~hy
Making (Castilfg);: • J~welry
Making (ConstrU:ction);- Begin·
ning Painting;'. l?.ainling. Con·
tinued; Patchw(lrk:an'd Quilting;
Photography 'I:echttiques.; Slide
Photography; .',SJiiii,ning ·and
Nat ural Dyeing;:.W.eavings. and
Wallhangings,
Beginning;
Writers, and Writing-A Way to
vanced.
Co u r s:e o-:rfe.ri.'lrg,ll·rn t 'he
business field:.· inC'l-ude Ap-·
praising;· Rea!'-:-Est!lte, Small
Business OperatiOn'· and Social
Service Tecliiiidan Gertificate
Programs; CP$Review I; Estate ·
Planning; Government 'Contract
Administration; Grantsmanship;
L a w f o r t .[l) ii~ .L a y m .a. n ;
Management by; 'OJijeetivQs...;A
Common Se.n·~·e ·kp p.r..o'l!-.e h;
Parliamen-tary'- PrQcedu!"e;
Publicity and Priiniotions •

.

ASUNM Registration Committee will hold
voter registration for all lntcresled students at

Bandelier East rrom 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. every day.
You need to register to become a resident. For

T

announcements on University of New Mexico
Property."
The letter states solicitation, or organizing, is
not permitted during employee working hours nor
on employee rest facilities. The union has also been
denied use of University bulletin boards.
Union employee Christian Eaby said AFSCME
approached New Mexico Attorney General Toney
Anaya and District Attorney James Brandenburg
about doi'ng an investigation, but was told such an
investigation was out of their jurisdiction.
Eaby says there has been some talk that
Gallegos had rescinded his ban of union activity on
campus, but the union has not been contacted by
Gallegos himself.
The union will not approach the U.S. Attorney if
Gallegos lifts the limits placed on organizing.
The union feels the ·right to free speech is being
violated because some Zimmerman Library supervisors have reportedly told employees they "could
not discuss the union while on the job," Eaby said.
"AFSCME is not the kind of union which will
allow its members to be victimized by the
management,'' Eaby said. "We will fight all the
way."
Six thousand local and state government employees are represented by AFSCME in New
Mexico. The union is in its beginning stages at
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No.2
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202.
The New M4'.xlco Daily Lobo is published
Monday through Friday every regula~ week
ot the Universily Yt>:tr and weeldy dur;tlg t.hc
summer session by the Hoard of Stud~nt
Publicatlons of the UniversiiJ' of Nc;v Mmo~o.
and iii noL financially associated W1Lh l!NM~
Second class posl..'lgc paid nt AlbllqUcrquc,
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is
$10 ()()for the acndcn"lic year.
'I''hc opihions e:<pressed on the t>dilorlnl
pages of The Daily Lt~bo. arc ~hnse ot the
aut hot sole-ly, Unsigned opmlon rs that o~ ~11e
editorial board of Tile> Daily Lobo. N"olhJng'
printl'd in Thl' Daily Lobo ncc(•Ssarily
n•presrr1ts Lh.:- Vi£'WS of the> Univcrsny N('W
Mt"'XJra.•

meeting in September.

GENERAL STORE
For the best in:

Head Supplies
Posters
Levi's
Clothing
Tapestries
: ..,_ ...

111 Harvard S.E. (across from UNM)
266-7709

Mon-Sat 10-9

Sun 12-6
_......,,,..

'

~

t:l

or

SR-56

.. ,,________ .....•

,"'

du~gthi~n-•®·~~nds~.t~p~~~o~v~i;d;e~~~c§·~U~N~M~,~w~·~u~h~o~ff~k~e~r~s~~~b~e~e;l~e~ct~e~d~a~t~a~g~e~ne;r~a~li~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

cess byth~zre-a,t~'St nuinber ofpeop4!-.
Bulletins wftb 7tegist~tion for·
·
ms can be'. obt~fl!)ld · at"...~!i' .bran-·
c~es of the .~~l!!Juerq~.E; I:1,1b,lic
Ltbrary ot~ at· th.e ·u.N,;M ·(:Qm-·
munity Co1!~geaj1iceii!-1!.":8050:.'Y:ale'
NE.
.
Intereste.d· p~rs~ns sl:/.<iuJ.tt mail
their regis;trati.Qi' f<'ll'~·;<t:lld a
check payabieJ:;;~;".{1J,e:.(l'ni;v,er.si.ty.
of New Me':\{-ie~Jto ·.tomiii.UnitY.
C o II e g e~; '~fr$·.:Y<a l:e,;N E.

'

Committee Votes Out Brandes
made a gentleman's agreement
that if a two-thirds_ major.ity of
the committee was displeased
with his actions: a vote of no con·
fidence would be iB.ken'.
The vote followed three"hours
of deliberation. and passed four tg'
two.
Sam Girgus, a member of the
committee who·voted in~fav'or of

Subject riiatler:..frarn;:'"dyeing to dying will be
covered in .couhes; tp.:~e.offere.d th(s. fall through
UNM's Commonitl.<.Golltlge.·.
Forty new CQY"il\"~:. ha-ve ·been ··added to the
college's schedl).!e~ngfi·g,th~ total number of
courses to 116,·.S!If$1·:qs¢.:J':.~.lC>.assista!J.t dean of
Continuing ·E'ct,'i\:<;i\tion'';aUll 1iirect.nr··of ·the_,' Community Colle~.. .
Costs for tb~ c\!:-'·"SeJ!';Y'~t'y, but "oourse fees are
kept a;s low. as-:< posl!ii;Ile-. for high: q,uality instruction," ·sai.d,.::Gay: ~r:·course:S· 11re ·scheduled'

1\
)\

The national PIRG organization
was begun six years ago by
consumer activist Ralph Nader.
There are now 150 chapters in 20
states.

Declares ~No Confidence' In Chair

By Ruth'S. Intress
Ron Brandes,. aeti(lg chair'inan
of the ASUNM BReakers Committee, received a vQ.te of no ,confidence in a 'closed· session·..:Jast
Tuesday.
· •
'
. ·
Failing to follow .through witq
contract arrangem~Jnts for the
speakers that·!)ad beeri:chosen by
the committee,,leavil)g ~mportant
details unatte,nded <l.nd·-acting ·\na haphazard manner wer.e amon,g;
the accusanons :_.·made against
Brandes.
·
·
"Brandes felt -the.· committee;
should act UpoO.:hls 'needs;i.i>ut:
the committee Jek the, .;chai:t>hjan
should act in "its "intl.:re;;ts:..:This
conflict lent itsel'f:t0.'ii ·g_rea't';ja'ek
of trust," said t\Sf'NM President
Damon Tobias.,
.
·
'
Tobjas said. he was. ·aw'are of
Brandes' '.'domineering personality" when lw
him
chair'man

By Lynda Sl'arber
The American Federation of State, County, and
Municipal Employees (AFSCME) is threatening to
go to the United States Attorney unless UNM
discontinues actions which "deny employees their
constitutional rights of free speech and
association."
The threat stems from a letter sent to the union
by Narciso Gallegos, UNM labor relations
manager, which asked AFSCME to "please refrain
from further solicitation and posting of AFSCME

~'
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/

credit
through
independent
research, "depending on what the
instructor and the student work
out," he said.

Photo by Miguel Gandert

Union Th.reatens UNM

!!

by Garry Trudeau
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Parking on campus has long been a subject of complaints among
students and faculty both.
This year the procedure was changed so that graduate students
did not receive applications in the mail to apply for parking stickers.
Apparently the reasoning behind this was that Parking Services
did not want to risk the possibility that some grad students who
were also teaching assistants (TA's) might pay $121ess than a TA
should pay for a sticker. Grad students pay the student rate for
stickers, $27, and teaching assistants, whether they are grad
students or not, are supposed to pay a staff fee of $39.
In order to prevent this possibility, all grad students were taken
off the mailing list.
Two graduate students who noticed the omission complained to
Parking Services and received "B" zone stickers which had been
sold out for several weeks. One of the students, Marianne Gtaffson, said she thought the stickers had been sold to them in an attempt to buy them off.
'WHAT @RAG£! THE ftoR DfVIt MUST HAVE RIDDEN NON·STOP
Dt\Y\ CLfAR, 1\C~OS'S
There was a mistake in administering the mail-out applications
JOWNTo DELIVER l]IS'
for parking stickers. As a result the graduate students have not had
a chance to get a desirable parking sticker.
1111 II 11111111111111111 IIIII II II IIIII 111111 II 111111111111 II IIIII 1111111111111 111111111 L etters 111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111 IIIII 1111111111111111
Walter Birge, however, elected to deny that graduate students
had been left off the lists.
Birge tried to cover up the mistake made by the Parking Services
instead of explaining the problem. Cover-ups are becoming more
·and more common today.
for mass production of untutored They always seek to cut back on
The students at UNM deserve more than cover-ups. The mistake
Editor:
"Because they share a little of students incapable· of thinking. programs that benefit women and
is out in the open now. The Parking Services attempt to buy off
the University's crumbling Being unaware that the Univer· minority students. The programs
two grad students who first found out about the mistake is not
prestige, students are still sity has become institutionalized won by riots and struggle are being
enough.
that
'higher stolen from us. S.tudents have less
pleased
to be students. Too late. ignorance,
If Parking Services cannot come up with an equitable way to
and less voice in the administration
education'
itself
is
disintegrating
specialized
The
mechanical,
compensate for the grad students who were not given an equal
at the same tempo that mass of their own school.
teaching
they
receive
has
fallen
chance to buy parking stickers, then it must certainly re-evaluate its
of
professors
as abysmally low (in comparison production
procedure for parking stickers for next year.
This fall, students must unite and
with the former level of progresses, and that all of these
Excuses and explanations will not help the University members
demand
that the Regents cease
bo'urgeois general culture} as professon are morons, most of
who were not given a fair chance to get parking stickers this year.
from
harassing
students with plans
their own intellectual level at the whom would set any high school
We urge Parking Services to re-evaluate as· much of its operation
"raise
standards"
(whose stan·
to
time they enter it, due to the student body in an uproar,
as is necessary to give all students and University members a fair single fact that the reality of it students continue, therefore, to dards7) a'ld separate the campus
all, the economic system, calls listen respectfully to their from the needs of New Mexicans.
chance at the parking-sticker "hunting license" set-up.
teachers, with the conscious We must offer them a variant on
''"'"'""""""mmmlllllllllllllllllltmllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll0 p i n i 0 ri lllllllllllllllllll\tllllllllllllllllllltlllll 11111111111111 i 1111111 11111111111111111 determination to rid themselves their own strategy; Eliminate the
of all spirit of criticism, the bet- Regents, not the students.
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ter to commune in the mystic
illusion of having become
'students', i.e., persons who are
seriously
occupied
with
acquiring serious knowledge in
the hope that they will be entrusted with ultimate truths.
This is a menopause of the mind.
Everything that is taking place
today in school and faculty am·
phi theatres will be condemned in
the future revolutionary society
as just so much socially harmful
noise. From now on, students
make people laugh. "

Emphasize the UNM Student Government
By George M. Coston
During the 1976 Summer
Session there were three orientation,
advisement
and

registration sessions for new
freshmen and transfer students
at UNM. John Bakas, coordinator for the student orientation program, obviously se.es

by Garry Trudeau
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majority Opinion of the Da1!y Lobo
S!afl. AU other columns. cartoons
and leucrs represent the Op1nron
of the author anti do not nocess<lrlly
refleCT the views of rho smff.

Editor-in-Chief
Susan Walton
Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

this program as beneficial to
new students despite the lack of
attention that is paid to certain
aspects of student life.
For example, there needs to
be more emphasis on the fact
that there is an undergraduate
student government at this
University which does more
than collect mandatory fees
from incoming fresh persons.

11111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Letters to the editor ...
Letters to the editor should
be no long-er than 250 words,
typewritten
and
doublt>
spaced.
Sender's name, address and
phone number must be in·
eluded with the letter or it
will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld only by, agreement
with the editor, in person.
If a letter is from a group,
please include a name, phone
number· and address of ·a
group member.

This unwieldy paragraph comes
from a student pamphlet of 1966
Also, all new and transfer (see The French Student
students should be fully advised Uprising by Schnapp and Vidaias to what avenues of redress Naquet, p. 69). The situation
are ·available to them. One described is not unlike our own.
suggestion would be to inform·
But the realization of these conall new/transfer students about
ditions has resulted in mass
the recently approved Student cynicism and open hypocrisy for
Standards and Grievance Com- career seekers and upwardly
mittee (SSGCJ.
mobile opportunists. There are
many, however, both in the U.S.A.
I recognize the fact that Mr. and elsewhere, who refuse to subBakas and the others who are mit to the domination of knowledge
involved in the student orien- by capital.
Opinions ...
tation program can only do so
We
strive
to
create
an
academic
Opinions are unsolicited,
much in the time they have.
will
serve
the
people,
not
world
that
signed,
guest editorials which
Yet, there should be more time
profit, in pursuit of insights and ,,ot
do
not
necessarily
reflect thP
devoted to the possible role of
merely a degree. We see the opinion
of
the
LOBO.
student government on Univer- . University as part of a community,
Opinions
may
be
any
length
sity policy and what rights new and (under capitalism), an op·
but
are
subject
to
editing
for
and transfer students can and pressive · ihstitution
where
should exercise at UNM.
managers, businessmen, teachers , space limitations.
Opinions should include ad·
and policemen are trained to
dress and phone number.
manipulate and control working
class people.
Both letters to the editor
The administration at UNM
and opinions are su bjed \ o
reduces the problem of'education . ediU·ng ·f(l·r {·e1\glh ttnd ·for
to G.P.A. and budget problems.
possibly libelous content.
Managing Editor
Teresa Coin '

News Editor
Joseph DonnP.IIy

Arts & Media
Bill Barrett

'·

Sports Editor
Tim Gallagher
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ASUNM Prepares for Fall
By Ruth Intress
The Associated Students of
UNM (ASUNM) senators prepared
for the coming year at a workshop
held last weekend in Cloudcroft.
Among the programs presented
was information on writing bills by
ASUNM President Damon Tobias
and former Sen, Ellen Greenblatt.
Attorney General Brian Sanderoff,
following Sturgis Standard Guide
of Parliamentary Procedure, gave a
comprehensive lecture on how to
use Parliamentary procedure and
what parts of it are most used
during a Senate meeting. Vice
President Dorothy Davidson
discussed the various legislative
committees and ASUNM by-laws.
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By Bill Wooten
'
The pipe is the most traditional
of man's smoking devices. From
Europe to the Far East, centuries of
experimentation and refinement
have resulted in the. present-day
apparatus enjoyed by enthusiasts .
The pipe did not really come to
the fore until the youth revolution
of the last decade. With the
flowering of the youth culture, the
pipe removed itself from the staid,
plush smoking rooms of the
country club and relayed itself to
the taker sitting under the tree in
Yale Park getting high. Smokers of
this type have brought forth an tl: -,'
explosion of "head" supplies. :-:;j {,;, '
Instead of the traditional briar
favored by the connossieur, pipes
of teakwood, rosewood, clay, if'.i
plastic, glass and stone have been
produced to smoke the illegal herb ~: .i
and its counterparts enjoyed by so r.-'·
I'
many.
Mitch Feldman, manager of The
General Store here, said the
increase in marijuana's popularity
has created a market previously
confined to the few. His store caters
to the everyday smoker, offering
him a wide selection of articles to
get him off and enjoy his high.
"Teakwood, although more because of the smoke it delivers and
expensive, is the most preferred the prestige that goes with a cater to heads, although we do have
a small number of supplies (small
material for smoking, owing to the meerschaum pipe, he said.
water
pipes, a few pipes and rolling
smoothness and flavor the wood
papers)
but we try to maintain a
gives the smoke," he said.
Asked if the sale of pipes enabled serious atmosphere," he said.
Meerschaum is also a big favorite him to tell what substance was in
So here in Albuquerque you can
town, Feldman said "for sure. We smoke whatever you want in
could go for months without selling whatever style you want.
any hash pipes or the like and
suddenly, wham! We sell a gross or
two a day and you get a pretty good
idea of what's around," he said.
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The 13 senators pr«.sent at the
workshop voted to suggest to the
entire · Senate that one of this
semesier's major goals be to
promote a larger amount of
awareness of ASUNM among
students. The.Senators said that not
only is more awareness of ASUNM
needed, but more participation in
it.
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B~B OVBBALLS
515 CENTRAL NW DOWNTOWN
------------------------------------247-4347

As far as there being a "unique"
pipe, Feldman believes there is no
such thing. "One style may be
unique but I don't think there is one
pipe that is unique in itself," he
said.

Frye Boots
a western
fashion
original
Designed for exciting "earthy"
fashion good looks. Constructed of the finest, toughest
leathers for long wear and comfort. In handsome styles for
men and women. Shown:
light tan or brown, men B 9
to 13, D 7 to 13; women AA 6%
to 10, B 5 to 10. 57.95

There is also the traditional side
of smoking. Tim Sims, assistant
manager of Stag Tobbacconists,
Ltd. in Win rock Center, gave me a
long history of pipes, saying pipes
have been popular in Europe since
the Middle Ages. The briar used in
pipes today are cut from the heath
bush root, some of them 400 years
old and older. "The pipe-maker
takes the solid piece of briar and
sculpts the form of the pipe from it,
shaping it until it is in the style he
desires," Sims said. He pointed out
the different shapes of the briar,
round, block and elongated.

.-Jp.m.

Ifuving prohlC'm~ u<;inl{ lht• lihrnr,Y? Ht•g-i,..!('r for
Introdtit'lion to Llw l.ihrary, Ed. Fdn. 2-:17 001. Call
Nn, 30f!6, 2 Crt•dits. l\.h•f'is Mon. and \Vpd., l::m

2:20.

A Iota[ ps:a•hi(o offf'r~ a t·ours£• in 'l'nrot rard
r('adin).l', Tf'H' 4 Wt•rk rourHl• mrt•ls Satu!'day.~. 4::J()
p.m. !tl thl' Gypsy ('nodi(' fil."'slnurnnl. 1·hl'rt• i.'"i no
t•harg(',

Many questions were asked
concerning ASUNM finances and
the overspending of organizations it
supports. "Most organizations
don't overspend, and those that do
are only $50-$100 over. The two
committees who do have larger
amounts of overspending are the
Speakers and Film committees,"
said Roeder. This can be attributed
to the expense of their programs
and the inability to predict how
many tickets will be sold to their
programs, he said.

ThC' AHl'::-.~1 t-ipt•~tkt•rs Comtnilll't' Wt>l('omp.o; all
idf'as fur its 1976 77 .'"iprakPrs sC'rh•s. Mall your
idt•a<> in thr ASl'NM Hpt>akt•rs Commi!tt•t•, St'B,
Huitt• 2·12, tT:-.i;\1 R7lal, or <"all 277 G43lf.
Thr P;.J;\1 dwpl<'r of Phi Hig-ma Tau, thr
national studt•nt honor .'>O('it•ty in philosofihy,
wi-;ht•s to opt•n UJI it'> traditional f'riday afft•rnoon
di'>eussion srs<;ions to thp aradt•mil' rommunily nl
lar).l'(', 'fhr~(> ,..,['.~'>ions lut\1[' hPC'Il hrit•f prt•.<it•n
trtlion-. fnllm.l'f'<l hy qut";lion-answrr pt•riod-.. Tht•
grour ur,tws <·nllt•,1g<Ut•.'! in humanilit•.s, t•duration,
proft·~sionnl sdmn[<; and ~t·h•nt•t•s to tJT('S['nt
pnpt•r.<l or lt•;Hl dist•ussions in thnst• nn•as lo hl!lp
mnkt• a mort• £'Xriling, iotC'IIt'l'tUal l'nvironmt•nl.
f<'or furtlwr infn rail 277 2·105.

"Our shop is for the serious
smoker," Sims said. "We do not

\'['({'1'":10.'> GuidancC' om('[' h.1S movt•d to Mt•sa
Vista :!U9K All Vt•INans mu'lt C'nntnrt lhl.' officl' to
kC(•r rht••·k5arriving on timt•,

flavin)!" prt)hh•ms usinK tht• I,IBl~ARY'!
Rrgistf'r for lntrn. to lht· I.ihrarv, [•;d. Fdn, 2·17001 Ic-all numhC'r ,'JOOfi- 2 rrt'dilsl.' Mt•['ls Mondays
nod Wt•flnt'~days, 1:30-2:20.

"One problem that ASUNM
Senate has is that in past years the
trend is to give more money to the
large organizations and clubs. This
makes it harder for the small
groups to get even $300-$400 from
Senate. If this trend continues,
ASUNM will be funding fewer and
fewer groups," Roeder said.
"The Senate needs to put less

Junipl't ha.c; gny mt•n's tnt>C'ting-s <"Vt'ry Wt•d
Ol'"id<~y night, S p.m. Bring positiw ['fll'rgy, food,

CLIMB THE L£mRS
TO SUCCESS.

AFROTC

An Air Force way to give
more value to your college
life and college diploma .
. • Scholarships
• $100 a month tax·free
allowance
• Flying instruction
• An Air Force commission
• A responsible job in a
challenging field, naviga·
tion ... missiles ..•
sciences •.. engineering
• Graduate degree
programs
., Good' pay .•. regular
promotions ... many
tangible benefits
• Travel
Contact Department
of Aerospace Studies

For i\ppoin{ men{ Call
l~on Cisneros
.,
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Last Spring when the workshop
was planned, 19 of the 20 Senators
planned to attend. However, only
13 senators were present. "l was
surprised to sec that any of the old
senators came, but I was very
pleased that most of all the new
term Senators were present,"
Davidson said.

tl

Damon Tobias
stress on the financial matters of
the Senate and concern itself more
with ways in which it can help the
students," said Attorney General
Brian Sandcroff.
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Assistant to the President
Tony Hillerman and southern
state legislators were scheduled
to attend the workshop, but were
unable to attend.
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Representing the administration
at the workshop was Assistant
Director of the New Mexico Union
Mike Roeder. He discussed the
Business Office
procedures
concerning the financial obligations
of ASUNM. Also presenting
programs
on
how
the
administration views ASUNM and
what priorities · and goals each
group represents were the Assistant
Deans of Students Karen Glaser
and Karen Abraham.

Att(·~lion Ht•alth S('i(•nrt• slurh•nts! Plea,<;;t• hC'lp
11 lift• today by donaling 11 pint nf blood. Th('
A/oodnwbilt• will ht• at BCMt srrond floor lttb
Thurs., 11:30 a.m. to 5:30p.m. and 1-'ri .. JO a.m. to

po['lry to rrad, mt1~i<'. t•tC". Gatht•rings at Junipt•r
nfrir{' 105:'5 Mt•sa VJsta, phont> 277·2564.

By Susan Grimm
~
There is a new idea in the air at the University radio ~
Because the University needs stat.ion-KUNM. It is a women's radio collective, and volunteers are ;:;·
more funding from the legislature, being sought to help produce "Herdles," a once-weekly program of in- ~
President Davis is trying to improve terest to women across the state,
,.,
the image of UNM in order to
A woman's program has heen broadcast every Sunday night at 8:00 ,:;::
obtain these funds, Abrahams said. at KUNM for the past two years, but the pToduc~rs of "Hcrdl~s" have t-<
"ASUNM has more power and in mind airing a new program with a magazinl' format, cspPdally g.
responsibility than many other aimed at recogni?.ing women who might otherwise go unappreciated. ':p
student governments have. Because
Besides entertaining and informing an audience, co·produc(•rs ~
Davis is trying to improve UNM's Sharo~ Irish and Annette Gris~old want. to I"""!' intercstl'd women ~
image, the student government the sktlls needed to use the medmm ofradw eff~cttvely.
"
must work efficiently in order to
"This would be good pr~paration for entering broadcast jour- ~
maintain this image," she said.
nalism," said GTiswold.,
~

There are many areas i'n which
students can participate in
ASUNM, said Sen. David Rupp.
They can apply as Senatorial
assistants, or as committee
members in any of 30 various
committees, he said.

savt•

"As for uniqueness," Sims said,
"each style is unique. We have one
edition of pipe where only one
thousand were made, but each one
was made in a style different from
any of the others, resulting in a
collection of pipes all of the same
type yet each unique in itself."

1

U. Rad .io Offers
Women's Program

Want to read Faster? Tonight Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics is offering free classes.
Come to a free class tonight, and you'll be able to
increase your reading and study speed as much as
50 to 100 per cent.
No cost, and no obligation.
Find out how much easier school can be. Join the
millions who've taken a free speed reading lesson
and doubled their reading speed on the spot. With
the same or better comprehension.
Then, take what you've learned and put it to use
tonight to speed up your reading and studying.

Tonight.
Over one million people from around the world

have already turned to the Evelyn Wood reading
method.
These unique, Copyrighted techniques are now
taught in over 300 cities throughout the world.
Average course graduates can do an hour's
reading in less than 15 minutes.
Read thousands of words in a minute-that's
pages in seconds, chapters in minutes, and books
in less than an hour.
80 per cent of a college student's time is spent
reading. Isn't it about time you made it easy on
yourself?
Come to a free speed reading class tonight. Only
one hour-and it could save you hundreds of
hours.

Come to a Free Speed Reading Lesson Today

6:00 or 8:00 p,m,.
Room250C
Student Union Building
University of New Mexico Campus
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Call266-7322.

Student Tuition Plan Available.
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Close ~nough to Rock
.._,

~

Nazareth/Close Enough fo·r
Roclc'n'Roll/A&M8P-Jf562

"'

ltcview by George Gesner
Have you ever- imagined what
it would be like to be a big name
in rock, sacrificing your private
lives to the ever-so-present
public? One must fight the
crowds, refl!se the countless
autographs, endure the continuous one-night stands, travel
day in and day out until every
town seems a blur or just another
illusion,
A feeling of paranoia comes
over you everywhere you wan·
der with the fear that somebody
has his eyes on you. You are an
idol, a god, and yet you are only
human. You play your music to
countless unknowns, yet they
feel they have an intimate
relationship with you. Do they
hear your songs or are they in a
trance, just knowing that they
are there.
Still, you dreamed of fame
when you were young and
w'orked hard for it and every step
toward that plateau was so
rewarding. Now you're famous
and you value so dearly the
precious private moments that
you have and wish you were an
unknown totally isolated from
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people.
People become the drug as you
know you can't live without
them. They must continue to be
there, continue to get high, continue to rock and roll, and as you
look out your limo, you know
they are close enough for rock 'n'
roll.
Nazareth is a hard-working
rock band with a list of im·
pressive albums to feather their
·caps. It wasn't until their single
out of the Orbison days "Love
Hurts" did they pick up an extra
large following. A band must at
times set creativity aside for the
large sum of money and listeners
to be offered through AM radio
exposure.
Nazareth features guitaristproducer-writer Manny Charlton
and gravel-voiced vocalist Dan
McCafferty. "Telegram" opens
the album consisting of four parts, Part one is "On Your Way," a
heavy rocker describing their
trip to the concert. Part two is a
short excerpt of "So You Want
To Be A Rock 'n' Roll Star." Part
three is "Sound Check," an exer·
cise in noise and conclusion of
part one.
"You're the Violin" is numero
uno on the album and has some
semblance of ZZ Top as the lyrics
lend personification to musical in·
struments. Nazareth never·
theless spurs the savage beast
with their energy and ex·
citement. Close epough to rock
and roll? Maybe. C plus.
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Grants
for Dance

murray HeQd: A musical mitacle

.Foundation has received ~«·6l1,6\li01 double album came out featuring
from the National Endowment for fine performers on the album.
the Arts to be used as VJ funding One man who received rave
for this year's Dance Touring reviews was the man behind
Program in the Foundation's ten Judas. That man was Murray
state region.
Head.
A musical miracle opens the
The 1976,77 Dance Touring
Program will involve over 50 first side in "Say It Ain't So,
communities and 31 professional Joe." Head's vocal capabilities
dance companies in a total of 61 V, are limitless as he runs the
weeks of performances and gamut stretching high and low,
residencies in Arizona, Colorado, reaching different dimensions,
Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New and displaying the emotion and
Mexico,
Oregon,
Utah, pathos missing in modern day
Washington and Wyoming. The vocalists, Head's acoustic guitar
total value of this year's Program trio performs well, considering
amounts to at least $717,725 in they are ,Jim Cregan (Family),
direct fees paid to participating Alun Davies (Cat Stevens), and
dance companies by community fine slideman Bob Weston (Fleetsponsors.
wood Mac-Mystery To Me).
The 50 communities participating
The raspy-voiced tenor shines
in this year's Program has increased once again on "Boy On the
from 32 in 1975-76. Thirty-one Bridge." Weston, Micky Finn,
companies are engaged for and Nicky South supply the
residencies in the 1976-77 season, guitar force as the piece rocks
compared to 30 last season, and 15 out in an electric jam. Head's trio
of those companies are based in
plus Gerry Conway go Caribbean
ten states and California compared on "Boats Away." The steel hand
to last season's ten,
Tropic Isles and P.J. Crotty on
An· important development
tin whistle help add that calypso
feel to the song.
·
also occurred in sponsor.~hip of
Dance Touring Program over
Head strums the acoustic
past three years. While colleges and guitar on "When I'm Yours,"
universities continue to sponsor displaying a touch of a Spanish
dance, the sponsorship
serenade,
broadened its base to include
The a! bum's prime side ends
majority representing
with "Someone's Rocking My
organizations
other
than Dreamboat." This Rene, Scott,

Simon. Bacharach. David & ACLOA

Ptomises, Ptomises
Review by Joel White
Albuque."Que Civic Light Opera's
production of the Neil Simon
musical, Promises, Promises
opened at Popejoy Hall Friday
night, Aug. 13.
Accented by the fine opening
night maneuvering of the settings
and stage properties, this ACLOA
production can be termed a good,
successfully enjoyable evening of
theatre. It can also be termed a
good try at a very difficult play.
However, by no means was it the
best that ACLOA can present
The difficulty lies in Neil Simon's
quick-witted one liners hidden
within the dialog, and the fast
paced delivery they require. When
delivered smoothly, the audience
responds; when delivered with
hesitation, they might as well be the
second hour of a three hour
political speech. Opening night was
somewhere in between.

Welcome to UNM
Relax Your I.D. Covers

FREE CHECKING

This lack of expertise in delivery
may have lost a great deal of the
Neil Simon humor, but it by no
means affected the talented singing,
choreography or sometimes
ingenius stage movements and
blocking. To this, Don and Bonnie
Ward,
who
directed
and
choreographed
the
entire
production; and Kim Thompson,
the musical director, deserve
professional recognition.
ACLOA is unique in its ability to
field a cast of characters from such
a solid pool of talent. Paul Barby,

who portrayed Chuck Baxter
(about whom the story revolved),
gave an excellent performance ·by
way of singing and delivery and was
:outstanding in his characterization.
Phyllis Bloom, as Fran Kubelik,
sings beautifully;· but her delivery
was hesitant and stolid far beyond
what the character required.
Paul Blount was so effective in
his portrayal of the socially selfish
Sheldrake that most of the audience
left the theatre haling him.
(According to the cast Mr. B.lount is
actually a very nice person.)

-·

at

CITIZENS BANK

And the four businessmen, Paul·
Streiff, Don Fleeman, Ken
Eastman- Perez and Dwayne
DeWerff
all
gave
solid
performances in both their singing
and movements.
Closing in for best performance
honors was Sidney Rosenblum who
appeared as Dr, Dreyfuss. Despite
the short length of his part,
Rosenblum recreated his character
with a high caliber of acting skills
(and in a Neil Simon production,
characterization is the key),
Working with the cast in
exercising their talents was the also
very talented volunteer orchestra.
Although many an off-key note are
heard in ACLOA productions, the
musicians, considering outrageous
constraints,
deserve
time
exceptional applause (and usually
receive it from the attending
audience).
Lastly, set and light design
warrant mention. The designer, Jef
Sherman (an ACLOA veteran),
showed exceptional talent in a
design which allowed the almost
movie-like pace of the show to be
successful.
Promises, Promises is a very
diff'icult and intricate show to
produce, . and
ACLOA's
production, although not perfect, is
still very funny and very enjoyable.
It will be presented again this
Friday and Saturday nights at
Popejoy Hall.

Even Thought" is an excellent
melody with that same acoustic
trio molding into a fine per·
forming unit. As she has through
the album, Ann Odell does the
vaudevillian (imagine the singer string arrangement and plays the
with a megaphone) and the music piano and Arp synthesizer.
Dixieland.
Head plays the piano singing a
The second side debuts with a chant-like lament "Don't Forget
rocking screamer called "She's Him Now." The album ends with
Such A Drag." Good backup popular oriented "You're So
vocals are supplied by the Tasty." Head teams up with
veteran vocal chords of Vicky Brown in a soul dialog in a male·
Brown and Liza Strike. "Never female duo which is a successful

BOOTS
Off

No more worries over Checking Service Fees. Just bring a student
1.0. to Citizens· Bank, and receive a FREE Checking Account
Service. that includes free Bank-by-Mail with postage paid both
ways. Why pay for something you can get FREE ..
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The Record Bar, where you can satisfy all your record, tape
and accessory needs in one quick stop.

Complete Selection of music . ..
rock - blues - classics - jazz
bluegrass·- country - soul... and more!
Special Orders - Tape Guarantee

Accessories- Blank Tape

Restaurants
And Store

ON SALE: Aug. 23-29 -

Now
Two Locations

.--,-------=
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(213 Third SW)
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(between Gold & Silver\
9:00...'1:00

Best ol THE BAND

~,
{

243-1486

~

I

3ll8 Central SE
(2~ blocks East of Girard)
Mon-Sun 11:30- 9 255-7640
Thank
for not

SALE PRICE:
$3.99 LP
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BOZSCAGGS
SILK DEGREES
'"''~~"~
""''uy
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lPs: $6.98 mfg. list

r.,o..
Southwest and Contemporary
$3.99 LP; $4.99 Tape

$4.99 Tape

Wild Cherry
John Denver: Spirit
Tapes~
Boz Scaggs: Silk Degrees
The Band: Best of The Band.
Barry Manilow: This One's For You
Half & Oates: Bigger than Both of Us
Gino Vannelli: The Gist of the Gemini
Linda Ronstadt: Hasten Down the Wind
The Brothers Johnson: Look Out for# 1

$7.98 mfg. list

$4.99 LP; $6.99 Tape
Frampton Comes Alive!

Looking for Bach, Beethoven or Brahms?
·
... Rachmaninoff, Ravel or Resphigi?
Record Bar carries a complete line
of classical music in all price ranges!

Manufacturers of Silver Round Beads, Cones, Melon
Beads, Cone Beads, Barrel Beads, Hishi, Liquid Silver
Jobbers'& lmpor\@rs of Coral. Turquoise and His hi

Record
Coronado Center

shop

!!!""'

MEMBER oF FDIC

,f'O"•.••

~·

0

·Discover the differences between Record Bar's full-service
music. center and other record stores. We offer: unpara,lleled
selection of all types of music including classical, jazz, folk,
pop, blues, rock, bluegrass, soundtracks, comedy, country,
rhythm & blues; 'the new records and tapes you want first;
special orders on hard to find records and tapes-at no extra
cost; a prorated one-year guarantee on S-track and cassette
tapes; a full choice of 45's; a complete selection of record and
tape care accessories to enhance your listening pleasure; the
kind of people to talk to about your'music and interests.

(JUST A FEW BLOCKS)· ON CANDELARIA. OPEN TIL 6:00

2500 Louisiana;'NE
2901 Candelaria, NE
1213 San Pedro, NE

"'"'

Get more for your money and the most in music. Shop the
Record Bar way!
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......

LOCATED EAST OF !JNJVERSiTV BlVD.
. Phone 298-8777
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\

This Offer Includes: Faculty, Staff, ~mployees .. ,Non-Profit Organizations of your school.

3 Full Service Banks
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BACK TO SCHOOl
READING~ WRITING, RECORD BAR

jewelry. Findings direct
from our factory to you.
We also have a complete line of
coral, hishi and fetish.
Come in ond browse.
Our prices aro the best.

25%

~

combination in the market today,
The album contains good
singles possibility with "Say It
Ain't So, Joe" getting the first
chance, The uncompromising
Murray Head has fused his
magical voice with some of the
finest musicians around adding
up to a topnotch LP. This
reviewer has never given the
rating of A-plus to any album (too
critical, I guess), but will make
for an exception. Rate A
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institutions of higher learning.
Under the Program guidelines,
the Foundation provides VJ of
dance company's fee to each
sponsoring organization, which
must contract for at least two 2 V,
day residencies during the year.
While in residence, the
companies conduct workshops,
I~~~~;~~: and demonstrations
1~
community and local dar1cel
ps as well as pub!
performances. Fourteen of the
communities participating this year
arc new to the program.
The Dance Touring Program
n in the mid-1960's by
Nauo:nal Endowment for the Arts
a way to link professional dance
panies and communities
lm1tionwid
in in-depth dance
lex:pclrierJces, Almost 140 companies
c participating in this year's
program. The Western
tales Arts Foundation has
t;oordina.ted and supplied technical
;si~tancc to community sponsors
well as co-sponsored the Dance
Program in the west for

~

.<L>
~

Murray Head/Say It Ain't So/ and Rene composition of the
Editor's note-for better or A&M SP4588
1930's is a jubilee of good
worse, the artistic community is
Review by George G.esner
vibrations and will surely tempt
often shaped by its funding.
Five years ago Jesus Christ the listener to obtain some dan·
The Western States Arts Superstar was a phenomenon. A cing shoes. Vocals by Head are

Asking the question, "Where do you take a girl"
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2120 Centr:al S.E.

SALES
2929 San Mateo, N.E.

243-6954

(505) 883·9202

9:30-9 Mon.-Fri.
9:30-6

FACTORY
1225 12th SL N.W
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Passing mention:
ffiini Record Reviews

An Eagle
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But These Don't Look
Like Watercolots
"Recent
Transparent
Watercolors by Frank Walker" is
the current exhibition at the Jonson
Gallery, 1909 Las Lomas N.E. The
Janson Gallery is open from 12-6
Tuesday through Sunday.
Review By Katherine Harris
But These Don't Look Like
Watercolors," this reviewer noted
aloud
involuntarily taking

advantage of an unbroken late
afternoon silence while viewing
"Recent Transparent Watercolors"
by Frank Walker in UNM's Jonson
Gallery, last week.
Later, this reviewer took
advantage of the deep silence again
-- to find out why from the
distinguished
artist-in-residence,
Raymci'nd Jonson.

Book Bags $1.50
Excellent assortment of other
Book Bags in stock
3025 Central NE
By 'fhe Lobo Theatre ~----256-9893

SPOil

CORPORATION

WELCOME BACK
TO SCHOOL
from Security
Federal Savings
SAVE WITH SECURITY

----

security

c~~~r
savings

Convenient Hours
9:00 am to 4:00 pm
Monday through Thursday
9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Friday
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FOR A small CLASS
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G.S. 111 Freshman General
Studies Seminar (3)
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Broad general reading and class dis- ~!1~
··4 ';
~ll~ cussion for freshman with senior honors ~21~
~n~ students acting as discussion leaders M
~11 11~ under faculty direction.
M
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This Week
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''FREE Coffee''
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These 3-hour seminars are open to all fresh- ~J[t~:
~ ~
men. Each section is limited to ten students, M
They will fulfill part of the course requirements ~11:;
for students who later enroll in the General ~ll~
Honors Program. They are NOT English ~~~~
.. •
courses.
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Seven sections are offered. Come to the ~u-:
Honors Center (ground floor, west wing, Hu- ~~~~
manities Building) for authorization cards, ~U~
class descriptions, and book lists.
En3
G.S. 111 001
G.S. 111 002
G.S. 111 003
G.S.lll 004
G.S.111 005
G.S. 111 00 6
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Hum. 134
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Two SOPHMORE GENERAL STUDIES
..~ll~.. SEMINARS (also 3 credit hours), will be of- ..~~~~..
~~~~ fered. They are:
~ll~

-

Charge your
Purchases
BankAmericard
Master Charge
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Central at Girard

Wednes d ay, 130
: -320
: p.m.
Thursday, 7:00-8:50 p.m.
Monday, 12:30-2:20 p.m.
Tuesday, 2:00-3:50 p.m.
Tuesday, 11:00·12:50 p.m.
Th urs d ay, 130320
: - : p.m.
Th urs d ay, 330
: -520
: p.m.
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2828 Central SE
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UNCLE NASTY'S

W e'••e still sei•viu~ those fa1nous
G•·indei·s and Continental BI·ealdasts
Eu.joy ou•• EuteJ•taiuuteut and '"'"No
Sutoliiu~ A••ea" itt the Quivil_•a
Phot.ogt•aphic Galle:t"y

FOOTWEAR/LEGWEAR/BODYWEAR

Financial Advice
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Traveller
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SOUND
SAFE
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Frank Walker, it WiJ.S explained,
experiments with watercolor as "a
sideline," also sculpts and is be>t
Photos by Miguel Gnndert
WQlter's #10
known as a painter in oil and
acrylic.
In
the Land of by the gallery, which are now
The paintings-- all priced at $40Enchantment-- otherwise known as
exhibited in Jonson's private - have been extremely popular with
The Land of the Watercolor As We quarters.
Each
features a collectors, Jonson noted.
Know It Now, this native New masterfully painted rock with all
Despite the fact that these are
Mexican dares either to . ignore the luster of hard-glazed pottery-described
as
"transparent
totally or to defy the traditional one of which is creatively mounted
watercolors,"
Walker
does seem to
. style of Our W_atercolorists. on painted bone, as well as wood.
introduce
some
opacity.
The
Instead, he explores the more
Given this background, Walker's paintings are hard to recognize as
remote possibilities of watercolor, splashy, abstract watercolors
using techniques and achieving became far more comprehensible. watercolors, now that air brusheffects more characteristic of Our All are similar, but among the work makes traditional watercolor
effects possible in other media.
Artists In Oil And Acrylic.
According to Jonson, who taught
Walker in the late 1940's, such an
approach is highly characteristic of
Walker, who -- since his youth -has been an almost obsessively
e;;perimental ar.tist. "I can't say
that all of his work has been
wonderful," Jonson reminisced -affectionately recalling several most
peculiar,
off-the-beaten-path
directions his former student has
pursued. "I do like Walker's style
very much," Jonson added, finest of the untitled paintings are
Even if -- or, perhaps, especially
referring both to earlier creations numbers 3, 9, 12, and 18. Walker if you're a fan of The Watercolor
and to the colorful, abstract works typically combines precise and As We Know It Now, Walker's
which will be featured through intense
geometric
shapes work
offers
a
refreshing
September 10. Walker's record With masterfully with delicate, imprecise alternative. Plan to see it, any day
the Jonson Gallery attests to that: shadings; makes much use of but Monday, at 1909 Las Lomas,
His paintings have now been punchy color; overlays some works N.E., from noon until 6 p.m.
displayed there in a total of 14 with painted cutouts; and, most
shows -- five of them one-man impressively, is able to create the
If you missed this summer's fourexhibitions -- and the Jonson illusion of rich texture through the part retrospective exhibition of
Gallery owns a substantial number use of unusual and interesting Raymond Jonson's paintings, it is,
of oil and acrylic paintings by brushwork. Watercolor No. 12 best of course, too late to be anything
Walker, the earliest of which are exemplifies this strange facility: but sorry. All the art displayed at
included in the permanent From a distance, it appears to be the Jonson Gallery is well worth
collection of student works.
banded with thick and goo-ey oil, viewing -- but one-man shows of
At Jonson's invitation, this knife-applied -- when, if fact, all paintings as exciting as Jonson's
reviewer had the opportunity to color is perfectly confined to the own are far too seldom assembled,
study two Walker sculptures owned plane.
anywhere!

v All Accounts Insured up to $40,tDO,O"'
v Rec:d Esfgte Escrows
v Across From UNM

Steve Miller Band/Fly Like an
Eagle/Capitol ST-11497
Reviews by Glen Peter Ahlers
Review by Bill Barrett
Russell Morris/Russell Morris 2/RCA APL-1576
Time keeps on slipping, slipTwo songs deserve mention here. "Cloudy Day," a quiet little love
ping, slipping into the future.
song, and "Two-Wheeled Flyer." The first finds a young man exSoft, spacy music slipping into
pounding his love for his woman, while the second uses the guitar so
words ... into the future. I want to
well that when listening to it one can almost feel the motion of
fly like an eagle, into the sea,
"Racing along with the wind in your hair ... " 'l'here are a few hints of
want to fly like an eagle, let my
talent here and there. Let's wait and see what Russell Morris 3 is like.
spirit carry me.
Nelson Slater/Wild Angel/ltCA APLl-1806
Steve Miller Band's latest
Nelson Slater, in his first album, produced by long-time friend Lou
album, Fly Like an Eagle, starts
Reed, has come up with an interesting collection of music, With Lou
quiet, spacy, electronic. (ApReed helping out on piano, guitar, and backgrounrl vocals, the two
propriately enough, the first
have produced a decent album. As Nelson says, " ... This is what we
cut's title is "Space Intro. ")From
came up with on my first album. Hope you find something nice
its small quiet beginning the
within." I have. Hope to hear more of Slater.
music grows until the listener is
caught up into Steve Miller's advice/vision of the future, reflected in "Wild Mountain Honey."
Don't trade your love for the
golden machine ...
Come on, children, now learn
how to run
BUYl
By having the stars, the moon
·and the sun
Be sure and catch this sequence through your headphones.
Steve mIller
Steve Miller is an excellent the previous songs.
From 7·9 Mon.-Thurs.
rule on this album, and that happroducer who knows bow to
Did you see the lights as they pens to be the one song I didn't
make .the sounds fade in and out
fell all around
like when I first heard Fly Like
between your ears. Pieces of
Did you hear the music, the an Eagle. (Oddly enough, it is
This Week:
electricity, spiraling and
serenade of the stars
also
the
song
which
has
received
mushrooming, moving from one
Wake up, Wake up
the most airplay.) "Take the
side of your bead to the other,
Wake up and look around you
Money
and Run" is a ballad for all
dancing with each other as they
We're lost in space
flow back and forth.
the tube watchers in the audienAnd our time is our own
ce. By now I guess that
But Steve Miller's electronic
But Steve Miller isn't
everybody who has been forced
wizardry isn't what I like best
to listen to top ~0 has heard:
about the album. I can name a
"A Good Place To Make Friends"
dozen hands (mainly European)
EltltElrtabtmte~•t 7 Nites 4418~:!!.!:~
This is the story of Billy Joe.
who can do electric tricks which
and Bobby Sue
are just as neat. What I like
Two
young lovers who had
about Steve Miller is that he can
nothing
better to do
rock out.
"Serenade," the fourth cut on Dylan. You don't buy the album
4•••• , ..... , ....., ............................., ••••, •••,.
If you've heard too much of
side one, is just a really good for the lyrics. They are just or~
~··
•.
hard rocker in the tradition of naments which sometimes help "Take the Money and Run," don't
'•11··························································"···"'·······································'····~.,.
Buddy Holly, the Beatles and god the listener to feel the song bet- let it alienate you from Steve
Miller
Band's
excellent
knows bow many other bands. ter.
space/rock/blues
album,
Fly
~~~~
The lyrics keep up the theme of
~r
~<
There's one exception to that Like an Eagle.
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Friday, 9:30-11:20 a.m.
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Unlisted Courses Offer Variety
Several departments have listed
new courses which are not included
2 in the UNM General Catalogue, A
j short description of these courses
» follows.
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Comparative Literature 223,
"The Big Questions," is intended
as a new approach to literature,
with readings grouped under
general questions such as "Who am
1?" "What is happiness?" and
"What is right?"
Contributing faculty from the
English and Modern Languages
Pg<trJm.ent.s_ will lc.c!t!Le and,,Jead

~~LIP ~q~~~
All wome>n inh•n•Stt><l in li';ring nul for lht• [lN~l
BaskNhaJI t(•nm ml'l;lt in Carli~h· C:~m al :J:.'JO p.m.
on

TuP~ ..

Aug. 2•1.

'l'lw Wom~·n's Ct•ll(('r. i'i offt•ring work.,hop~ and
groups surh Q~ ('arl.'t>r J•:xp/anation Work'>hllp'>.
Joh Hunting- Workshop<;, Woown in Tran'iitinn,
Pt•rsonal Ot•Hiopmt•nt Worbhop.<;, l'itud)· Skill~.
R<'lurning Wflm(>n SWdl'nt. For t•nrnllnwnt or in
fm•matinn. r.all tlw Wnmt•n's Ct•ntt•r. 277 :nw.

offered jointly by Prof. Skabclund
and Sullivan of the History
department.
It will trace the development of
the Christian religion from its
beginnings in Palestine to the
present. Focus will be upon the
variety of forms that Christianity
has given rise to over the centuries,
as well as its contributions and
significance as a force in
civilization.
Although the main emphasis will
be upon Christianity within
Western civilization, ItS. impact on
History
other societies will also be
History 329, "History of examined. Guest lecturers will on
Christianity," is a topical survey occasion present specific topics.
The instructors approach the
,Tunipt•r is hnving n gay mt•n'-. galh~>riOI{ t•vl•ry
subject from a position of
Wl'dnt>silny nfghl at H p.m. llring po~itivt• NU'tJ.tV.
sympathetic
personal
interest,
food, pO('Iry, musil'. 10!i5 Mr.~a Vista, phon(' 277
21Jfi4,
tempered
by
the
critical
perspectives
appropriate
in an
The> l!NM C:haplt•r of Phi Hirrma Tau. tht•
It
is
hoped
academic
history
course.
philo.'>Oflhy hontlf fW<'iPty, wilt opt•n it" l•'riday afl!'rnoon dist•us'iion -~C'-~sionf> tu lh(' aratle>mk rom
that
the
course
will
supplement
the
mun1ty at I::Jrgl'. For furtht•r information, t•nll '277
Religious
Studies
minor
now
2·105.
offered by the Philosophy
All wumt•n intNN•tNl in trrinp;,Jul for tlw t'NM
department.
Hllh•yhnllt<'~Ull mN'I in Cnrli<~lt• (:yrnnt :.1:1)0 p.m.
un Wt•d, Aug. 25.
The "History of Christianity"
meets Tuesdays and Thursdays.
discussions. All foreign works will
be read in translations.
Occasional guest lecturers will
talk on individual expression in
such fields as music, philosophy
and art history.
No previous study is required,
but it is desirable for the student to
have already completed English.lOI102 or its equivalent.
"The Big Questions" meets
Tuesdays and Thursdays at II a.m.
to 12:15 p.m.

lol'Hil'd in thl'
('oronado shopping
ccn lcr

Welcotue
c rica n l
toUNM
:'II
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Bunlc \
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Uatclt's ca.-ds & girts
inYi1 es all students to
come and \"isH their store.
•Jcwch•y •
•

Women's Studies
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•
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Educational Foundations 247,
"History
of
Women
in
Education," is an analysis of the
history of women's participation in
education. It will include the roles
women have played in the
development of women's colleges,
the Black women· teachers during
the Reconstruction, and the spread
of Anglo education in the
Southwest.

Through research and lectures,
the class will study the role
women play in the development
and maintenance of education
and what exclusion from education or inferior schooling has
m'eant to women, particularly
to minority and low-income
women.

General Studies 299 section 004
was added to the three existing
sections of "Introduction to
Women Studies."
"Intra. to Women Studies" is a
survey and critical examination of
essential issues raised by the
feminist movement, such as how
class background, race, culture and
sexual identity affect women's
status, experiences and political
development
Sections will emphas-ize different
topics and will stress collective
discussion of issues, reading
assignments and student projects.
Section 004, taught by Kathryn
Brooks, will meet Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 10;30 to
II :20 a.m. in the Humanities Bldg.,
room 148. Classrooms for the other
three sections are: 299 section 001,
Humanities Bldg., room 144;
section 002, Maron Hall room 225;
and section 003, Humanities Bldg.,
room 148.
"Women in the West" is the
subject of a new course to be
offered by the history department
and the Women Stud 1·es Program.
The three-hour course \VI'IJ be

':::::~;;;;;;;;:;;;:;;;;;:;;;;iii;iiiii;iiiii;iiiii;ii~~~ii,iiiiiii,iii,iii,iiiiiiiii,i~~§~_;;~;.;_~;;_;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;Oij~laugh t by Necah Stewart Furman,
·assistant editor of the New Mexico
Historical Review.

ASUNM-PECPRESENTSTHESE

"Women in the West" will treat
the various roles played by women
in the development of frontier
society, tracing their contributions
to the present. Special emphasis will
be given to important individuals,
especially in New Mexico. The
course will use a multi-cultural
approach to the positions of women
of various ethnic origins.
The course wiJI meet from 6:30 to
7:45
p.m.
Mondays
and
Wednesdays beginning Aug. 23.
Psychology
Psychology 450, section 001,

f

I
I

"Environmental Psychology," is
a summary of existing knowledge
about the impact of environment
on human behavior drawn from
psychology,
anthropology,
architecture and urban studies.
Topics include architecture and
behavior, density -and crowding,
personal space and territoriality,
"social'' environments, natural
environments and weather, noise
and air pollution, organizational
structure, ''utopian'' environments
·and environmental impacts.
Applications of behavioral data
to the design of environmental
systems will be discussed in this
course taught by Dr. T. Blake.
Psychology 101 or 102 is required
as a prerequisite to this course. It is
recommended to students in
· psychology or other behavioral
sciences and students in the
architecture/planning area.
"Environmental
Psychology"
meets Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays at 10:30 a.m. to I I :20 p.m.
in Mitchell Hall, room 204.

I
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KNME To Televise Cage Games
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By David Belling
"inform the public of the character
The rights to televise Lobo of higher educal]on in the state."
"'0
Cl
basketball games this season have Also, UNM plays many New
I'>
been granted to KNME-TV Mexico colleges this season. He
~·
~
(Channel Five) which will broad- said that a different audience than
r
cast 25 games if KNME is able to normally watches public television
0
0'
obtain $26,000 in private underwill be watching the games on
0
writing by businesses to pay ex- KNME.
~
penses, said Alex Mercure, chair-·
<:
There are plans for a half-time
(JQ
man of the KNME board of feature which will focus on New
<:
directors. ·
Mexico universities. Career fields,
KNME was offered the rights by financial information and other
~
UNM Athletic Director Lavon ·topics in which the universities are
,_.
McDonald after he rejected bids by involved will be featured.
<0
--1
KOB-TVand KGGM-TV.
McGuire said the highest bid for
The KNME board of directors the rights this year was not above
gave unanimous approval Thursday $5200 and last year UNM received
to the decision to televise the about $21 ,000 for the rights. He
games, Mercure said, "provided said in three of the last four years
KNME can develop the funding." the television rights had sold for
Mercure said the cost of tele- over $20,000.
KNME will televise 25 Lobo basketball games this year after Athletic Director Lavon
The bids for the rights contain
McDonald rejected some ridiculously low bids from local television stations.
two parts. The dollar amount is
the part heard about most often
but the bid is also considered on said there will be a "loss of
the basis of the statewide cover- anticipated revenue" because in the
age offered, McGuire said. He athletic budget they anticipated
said neither bid had satisfactory $21 ,000 from the basketball
coverage because they were television
rights.
He said
dependent on cable television. anticipated revenue is figured on a
He said KNME has an advantage sliding scale. If the real revenue is
in that it already has translators slightly lower, spending is cut back
statewide and will not need cable a little but if the revenue is higher
e
television.
then more can be spent.
rights from KOB and KGGM were
When asked about being a house all the time," McGuire said.
Gabe Nava is the man McGuire
McGuire, who will be doing the announcer McGuire said, "1 don't
rejected, invitations to rebid with a
minimum bid of $18,000 were sent play-by-play on television, has had think I will be voicing too many would like to get as color
out. KOB sent a letter saying it was a variety of previous broadcast opinions." He said Lobo fans who commentator on the telecast
not interested and KGGM did not experience. He has done radio play- watch the game are able to form because, "He knows what it's like
by-play of University of Oklahoma their own opinions. He said if the to be on the floor and he knows
answer, McGuire said .
McGuire said the bids this year baseball and basketball, television Lobes make 32 turnovers and Jose basketball."
were low because the high cost of play-by-play of the Oklahoma slate the game. you do not have to tell the
the rights in previous years caused high school championships in fan the game was lost because of
the television station to not make football and basketball, color turnovers because the fan can
Alex Mercure
._I
enough profit. He said KOB said analysis for Lobo football and has figure that out for himself.
McGuire said he will have more
viSing the 25 gal!les will be the schedule was not attractive hosted the Bill Mondt and Norm
Work
L obo
Ellenberger
television
shows.
He
inside information than previous
46,000 and KNME has only $20,000 enough and KGGM said it was'
has also been an associate producer announcers. "I could add a ton of
in its normal program budget which losing money.
McGuire said, "We'd be doing for ABC sports and has done CBS things just because I'm around here
can be used to televise the games:
.e:..~······c-·•·~··~··::
Mercure said the $26,000 difference the University a disservice if we sell radio coverage of regional
.....
~-----:;::_,..,:::;::
~
i'li'P:u-~••~••~u~tt'!"i:t•!i:••~u~••·•·••~•t~,.,~
••
~
••
~u':i:u.•.•
..
•·•'·•·••·•·n·
.u.•,:ll•:
.•
will have to be made up by private the basketball rights for $5000. If basketball tcirunaments and the
underwriting of the broadcasts by the rights were sold at this price it Olympic trials.
~
For The Best Jazz Around
En~
businesses. Since the Public would set a precedent and it would
McDonald asked McGuire
Broadcasting Service docs not have be very difficult to ever get a higher
Come To Okie's Tonight
En~
~n~
commercials,
the underwriters price for the rights." He said next to do the play-by-play. McGuire,
~u~
And Hear
~n~
would be credited at the beginning year the price may be driven higher who will not be paid anything
and end of the program. Don than $20,000. UNM is the only extra for broadcasting, said
~~
~~
sports
information •
McGuire, UNM sports information school in the west with this set-up many
director, who will be doing the of selling TV rights, McGuire said. directors do broadcasting and he
television play-by-play, said the He said schools such as UCLA and did not think it would effect his
~II•
A
Bank of New Mexico will be one of USC do not get paid for their operation of providing information
:.. .!
....
the underwriters. McGuire said, "I television rights but the games were to the press.
~l''·••···••·•·•••••.,••••o•e•jp.•••••·•·••~··~··~u;e;••:!:~';e.;.••:.!.!••~••;e;••~··~,.~·•.:!:••~JtS
;tt:;:,,.:;:,,:;:,,:;:,,:;:u:;:••:'oi!tt:'i:tt!'i:"·•·••·•·••·•·••·•·•'·•·••·•·••·•·i•-•.u.•~••·•·••·•·••·•·u·•·u·•
doubt if they will have any trouble still televised McGuire said, "It is a
.~~--~--- -----~-------·
public relations thing to have Lobo
raising the underwriting cost."
Horne games will be televised on basketball shown because athletics
a delayed basis and road games will is the way we reach the state of New
Mexico.''
be televised live.
The UNM athletic department
Mercure said there are clearly
some advantages for KNME and will be losing $5000 by rejecting the
the universities in having KNME top bid because KNME will not pay ..
televise the games. He said we can . anything for the rights. McGuire

•
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•
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Psychology 450 section 002,
"Drugs and Behavior", is a broad
course dealing with the side effects
of drugs on human behavior. Dr.
G. Hodge will teach this course.
Psychology IOI or 102 is a
prerequisite for this course.
"Drugs and Behavior" meets
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
at I :30 to 2:20 p.m. in
Geology, room 116.

Guidance & Counseling
A new course for retired people
and those who work with them will
be offered this fall semester.
"Counseling for Retirement"
wiJI be taught by Dr. George L
Kcppers of UNM's department of
guidance and counseling. The
content is designed to meet the
needs of retirees, those preparing
for retirement, and people who
work with retirees.
Topics to be discussed include
historical data and changing
attitudes about senior citi?,ens,
basic concepts for counseling,
sociology and psychology of
retirement, services for retired
people, retirement benefits,
changing values, lifestyles and new
careers of retired people.
The class will meet Mondays and
Wednesdays from 3:30 to4:45 p.m.
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POSITIONS OPEN

WILLIE fllELSON

!
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UNDERGRADUATE
SEMINAR
PROGRAM

.....
RIRG

the Comedy
Aphrodisiac .. .

WA1Lon Jtnnmos

'l:J

I'>
(JQ

for Semester I, 1976-77

WIHI

New Mexico Public Interest Research Group

BROCHURE OF COURSES
IS A Tv AIL ABLE at the
HONORS CENTER

A full-time position open to a person able to ?~ply
.
technical expertise to a broad mnge of public Interest 1ssues.

J
-l
l
JESS% COL'l'ER

A full-time position for a person well acquainted with the
political and socio-economic factors unique to New Mexico.
It is important that this person be able to wcrk with student,
community and state organizations in a Iials~m capacity.
A demonstrated commitment to solving social and environmental problems is required for both positions.

'l'OMPALL
co-s!arring

GRAHAM ARMITAGE

LESLIE PHILLIPS • NADIUSKA
with

FRANK THORNTON . SUE LLOYD··

-~

American Pa-emiere
Now Showing

GENERAL STORE
GOLOSTREET CiRCUS
LPGOODBUY
ALBUQUERQUE TICKET AGENCY (in Coronado)
CANDYMAN in Santa Fe
SUB BOX OFFICE for student discounts

COlOR BY DELUXE

-

· U Pe&za
•

Deadline for Applications: August 21. 1976 (late applications
may be considered).

Montgomery
, _ . a t San Mateo N.E.
881-1080

......

-.

..... ,
I(
I'

II
lj'

Target Starting Date: Sentember 6.1976.
••S<!<'43:ti•-Y.!iBetween $6,000 and $8.000, dependent on
applicants' needs and qualifications.
Send Resume to:
NMPIRG
Hiring Committee
P.O. Box 4564
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

•
For additional information:
Michael Huston

277-27'57

,,. . A schedule 0f these one-credit hou'r seminars with descriptions is
available:-' t>,t· the Horior,,<;; .. Center office (west end, ground floor of the
Humanities Bldg.).
Courses are open to all undergraduates -no prerequisites. Emphasis is
on discussion and student participation. Enrollment is limited to 15
students.
For more information, come to the Honors Center or call ext. 2201.
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Women Sign-Ups

3:30p.m., Carlisle Gym;
VOLLEYBALL-Wed. Aug. 25,
3:30p.m., Carlisle Gym;
GYMNASTICS-Call coach
Claudia Thomas (277-3612) by
Aug. 25;
FIELD HOCKEY-'Thurs. Aug.
25, 2 p.m., Carlisle Gym.

The UNM women's athletic
department has announced sign-up
dates for all women interested in
competing,
The women must attend these
meetings if they intend to try out
for the sport. They are:
BASKETBALL-Tues. Aug. 24,

8 f-:m..
- lec,hv& Eye.
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Beat The High Cost of Living

SACK.LUNCH
Every Day Special- Good Any Time-Any Day
ALL
THIS

Giant Hamburger

+

By Tim Gallagher
UNM l)ssistant basketball coach
Jim Newman is leaving the Lobos
for a similar position at Arizona
State University because, "It's my
alma mater and the coach there
(Ned Wulk) convinced me that with
the addition of me we could win it
all."
Newman coached here last year
after coming to UNM from
Compton Junior College in
California where he was one of the
most successful coaches in JC
history.
Newman, who played at ASU
from 1956-58, said, "The decision
didn't come easy. It had been on
my mind three weeks or more. But
the head coach there asked me two
years ago if I wanted to come then
and I turned him down. But it is my
alma mater and I played there for
three years and you always want
to return to your alma mater.
"Albuquerque and UNM have
both been very good to me and my
family and we love it here. I've
always said that the greatest city in
the country for basketball was right
here in Albuquerque. The feeling I
got when walking down the tunnel
into the Pit ls one I'll never
forget."
When Newman came here from
Compton, he brought along with
him two Junior College All-

FOR

•
Continental
Breakfast

•

+
Medium Drink
REG. $1.55 WHEN ITEMS
PURCHASED SEPARATELY

8516 CENTRAL, S.E.
112 BLOCK WEST OF WYOMING

255-6130

•

•
•

$1.25
Expresso
Orange Juice
Crois,sant
Hippo Ice Cream
120 Harvard SE.
Continental Breakfast
Served 7:30am.JQ00am
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for people who appreciate but can't
afford the quality of the finest audio
components. The Advent Model 300
features an entirely new phono preamp
section audibly equal or superior to any
separate preall)p at any price.
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Former UNM assistant basketball coach Jim Newman has
accepted an assistant coach's job at Arizona State.
Americans, George Berry and
Larry Gray. Both were involved in
the season-ending boycott and
turmoil that preceded it and
reportedly neither will return to
UNM this fall.
Newman said their absence
wasn't "necessarily a factor in my
decision, but it might have been.
Berry and Gray were like sons of
mine, but once I got here that
feeling spread throughout the entire
team.''
If Berry and Gray would have
returned would Newman have
stayed? "I can't say that would
have kept me here," said the coach.
While declining to be specific on
salary figures Newman said,
"Arizona State has done· all it
possibly can to compensate .me for
switching."
Newman said all four of the highschool all staters from California he
recruited will be coming to UNM.
"I think it's a tribute to the
program that I was able to bring

them here."
Lobo head basketball coach
Norm Ellenberger said, "I haven't
had time to decide if we'll hire
another assistant yet. Right now
we're trying to get all the recruits
settled into school with classes and
everything. After that we'll sit
down and evaluate our position and
where we're trying to go with Lobo
basketball."
Newman said, "One of my most
exciting years in basketball was here
at UNM, prior to our little incident.
In the beginning we got off on a
good foot and I could smell a 20win season. Then things began to
happen ending in the boycott and
that sort of deflates the whole
thing."
Newman said, "I'd like to thank
the people at UNM and the
Albuquerque community for the
opportunity to coach here. The
Lobos are going to be right 'in there
with us at Arizona State."
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THE MODEL 300 RECEIVER:
• provides full performance potential of any
cartride used.
• effective noise as low as any preamp's
• handles actual asymmetrical musical signals
flawlessly
• unique subsonic filter far more effective than
rumble filter
rumble filter with flO audible effect on
wanted low frequencies.

session.

The major facilities open for
intramurals are the main arena and
the auxiliary gym, a weight-training
room, a wrestling room, a streetshoe gym, handball-raquetball
courts, four swimming pools, 24
tennis courts, black-top areas for
open recreation and the intramural
grass fields.
The intramllrals program has
opened a new camping-equipment
checkout room where students can

The Professional touch at your service!
4,~

Let's work on a special quote for an Advent
speaker, turntable, receiver combination to give
you professional sound at a price you can afford.
SPECIAL SPECIALS on - headr '"•one extension
cables - Shure cartrides - Pioneer headphones Simplector cassette cabinets - COME SAVE!
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Rechartering of Student
Organizations
Dead'line
Sept. 17th
All sludcnl or)l'.1ni~.ntions nrt'd lo r(lchar~t'r
for the 1916-77 school year. ft('rhartrrmgparkcts ha11e been mnllrd to thE' on-rnln(IUS
address of Ntch orgarrizntion. Jf.echartcr•ng'

3011 Monte Vista NE· 255-1694

0
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~c$"os

Just east of Central & Girard, near UNM
WE TAKE TRADE-INS FINANCING AVAILABLE
FOR OVER 26 YEARS

requests should be .submiltt•d to thf.' sttldl.'nl
Mlivltics center. loratcd on the 2nd noor
or thl' New Mexico Union, no later than
S('pl, 17, 1916. 1-'nr ftirt her in to call 271-2706.
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• By Peter Madrid
,
In order to upgrade UNM's baseball program, new Lobo head coach
Vince Cappelli has slated a one-week walk-on baseball tryout camp
qeginning August 30.
Cappelli, who spent several years in the Kansas City Royals
organization, will be assisted by his son Peter. Peter is a former
Albuquerque Highland High star, and was later with the San Fral)cisco Giants and New York Mets.
Cappelli said the camp is open to all UNM students enrolled on a
full-time basis, and who are academically eligible. The first meeting
will take place Aug. 24, at 4:30 p.m. at the South Complex. Tryouts
begin the following Monday at 2:30 p.m. at Lobo Field. Cappelli said
all positions on the team are open. Only one athletic standard has been
set by Cappelli: the competitors must be able to run the 60-yard dash
in seven seconds or less.
"The purpose of the tryout camp," Cappelli said, "is to find talent
that scouts missed. I started· this program at the University of
Albuquerque, and it was quite successful. This way, high school
players and UNM students who were overlooked will be given
another shot."
,
Cappelli will also have a city fall league for not only UNM students,
but any minor or major league players living in Albuquerque during
the off season. This league will give players the chance to keep an
edge on their game. The tryout-camp competitors will be used to form
four 25-man teams in the fall league. A 40-game schedule will be
played at Los Altos field on Friday and Saturday nights starting September 17 thru November 21, the beginning of training for the Lobo
baseball team.
Cappelli said, "This fall league will also give local-quality players a
second chance. High-school players will have the opportunity to play
against some tough competition before starting spring training."
Cappelli said this program will be a step-by-step upgrading of
Albuquerque area baseball players in hopes of attracting them to the
UNM program.
·
Cappelli also hopes to organize a freshman baseball team to compete against junior colleges.
"This way," Cappelli said, "freshmen players will gain the much·
needed experience before playing varsity ball."

By Carol Pavlctich
The intramural program at UNM
is probably more extensive than you
might imagine. This year the
program offers 81 different
activities ranging from flag football
innertube water
polo,
to
Intramurals is divided into five
major categories. These are men
and women's intramurals, Co-Ree
activities (coed teams), FacultyStaff intramurals, and Campus
Recreation.
Fred Perez, new intramurais
director, plans on keeping the
competitive aspect of intramurals,
but hopes· to "develop a
recreational program within the
system where students come out
and have a good time, meet,
socialize and have fun."
l'etez also hopes to expand the
intramural program even further,
through
longer
especially
recreational hours. Perez says,
"intramurals is a service program
for the students" and would like to
see the program provide more
services when school is not in ·
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Nevv Coach Sets/
Baseball Tryouts

81 1-M Varieties

Does seeing your name in print excite you to unreboundable
heights?
.
Has the thought of interviewing half-naked athletes in a sweatfilled locker room always been a dream of yours?
Do 1you enjoy being yelled at for writing one-sided stories?
The New Mexico Daily LOBO sports staff can offer you all this
and more. The LOBO is now recruiting members for all staff and
sports is looking for semi-earnest, halfway hard-working reporters
t" help out.
Reats will be open in several areas of women's and men's
athletics. If you have any interest in writing and enjoy sports,
come to a meeting in room 138, Marron Hall, Tuesday at 4 p.m. If
y,;u can't make it in then, stop by during the early afternoon Monday or Tuesday. Or call the LOBO at 277-4202 and ask for sports
editor Tim Gallagher.

Wfire breaking the Sound Barrier at
HI·FI House with a very different

1u···
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Sports Reporters
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Football Team Is Ready
For Pad Sessions Today

Accepts ASU B-Ba/1 Job

•

Giant French Fries ONL v

'"d

.

·~·
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rent out equipment for their
personal use at a minimum charge.
Perez says, "students shouldn't
have to pay the high prices of the
local rental shops."
Bill Blair, assistant coordinator
and publicity man for the
intraniurals program, is working on
developing some exposure of and
coverage on more of the intramural
activities.
The first major activities planned
for intramurals is men and
women's flag football, and facultystaff volleyball. Entries for football
arc due by August 31. Entries for
volleyball are due by Sept. 14. For
further information on these or any
intramural activity, students should
check with the intramural
department in room 230 Johnson
Gym, or stop at the intramural
table on the mall,,

By David Belling
Today the Lobo football team
will put on pads and get down to
hitting after three days of two-aday practice sessions without pads.
UNM head football coach Bill
Mondt is pleased with his team's
progress so far but he said, "We're
not up to where I wanted to be
and catching it (the

II
I
I

ball)."
NCAA regulations prohibit
football teams from practicing in
pads until the sixth fall practice. So
Mondt put the team through three,
two-a-day practices.
During two-a-days Mandt said
they have put in all the offenses and
defenses which will allow
"everybody to know . the total
scheme." This year the Lobos will
be running a veer-type offense.
Mondt said the linemen have
learned what to do and the team is
"running With more confidence and
speed." Many expect the Lobos to
be weak in the secondary this
season but Mandt said so far "The
secondary coverage is as good as I
hoped for."
The physical condition of the
team is good, Mandt said. He said,
"We've done twice as . much
running as ever before and
practiced longer than we ever
have." Mandt said the team has a
good attitude and hustle and "the
squad wants to win and is willing to
work."
In practice this week the Lobos
will work on basic fundamentals
and timing, Mondt said. Segments
of the offense and defense will be
worked on with the goal being to
perfect several plays each day.
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Business
Fine Furniture
Collectibles

3500 Central S.E.
Albuq, New Mexico, 87106
(505) 266-8414

Call us at

"".....
0!>

266-1981

3624 Central SE
just east of carlisle
Open weekends until 2:00a.m.

NOW OPEN SUNDAY
11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Ride a Luxurious New Sun-Tran Bus
to Campus Because ...
We like going places with you!

University Bu.s Passes
$28/Semester or $8/Month
A special booth will be set up at the
UNM Bookstore to issue the bus passes
on Aug. 20, August 23 and 24.

12" carriage
Q•>>-

.-

•. . • .

.. -»A""""''
• . , ·• " .
n

The All-New

(Free bus, schedules will be available.}

'.

Discount to Faculty and Students

DUKE CITY TYPEWRITER CO.
• U5 SAM·MA'I'EO BLVc .. N.E.

. ''+''"'''. ,,, ,,. "'............ .
'No '·

"'"'
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Lobophoto

r
l._________.:_~s;~~---:____:__!
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The search for a new quarterback continues as the UNM
football team begins hitting sessions this afternoon at the
South Campus.

I· AIIBLIEilloorn METEOR ELECiRIC
1
OM-year warranty on all $24900
parts and labor

I

z
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>'.c

I
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C1l

"'_,
HUMPHREY'S "'

, can~t afford a good all-electric
portable' typewriter.••

Electric return
5 repeat keys
handsome
carrying case

"'.....

practice, Recovering from previous 0~injuries are linebacker Gabe t)
!»
Chavez, offensive tackle Mike ~Andrakowicz and guard Fred '<:
Erick. They have been running but t:"'
0
are not ready to scrimmage yet.
cr
The Lobos only had two no· 5>
shows in tight end Mike Pereira and ::.>
freshman Zach Isaacs. Neither is l]q
expected to attend UNM.
Ul

FAT

IForile"OPie;;ilO"ihinkt.,;y--t

No further developments have
occurred in the search to find a
replacement for Steve Myer at
quarterback. Noel Mazzone is still
the leader followed by Clarence
Jones and Carl Miller. This
evaluation could be altered in the
next few weeks.
So far the Lobos have not
suffered

I'>

oq

•

Call 766-7830 for additional
information.

..

., '

PHOTOGRAPHY.
ENT-HUSIASTS-C-;;-~z;;
processing and printing, Black & white Pnly, high·
est quality, Tender love and care. Cropping,
dodging, burning, spotting. Dry mounting avail·
able. Advice if asked. Reasonable prices. A-Pho· .
tographer, 265·2444. 8/26

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

MCYrHERTRliCK ERS-·~,r(!DEN'r --;~~i-ng~~~d

Ra!es: 15 tents per word per day, one dollar
mlnimuu·, ;t.dvertisement8 run rive or more
consec:utr,.e days with no changes, nine een·
ts per word per da1 (no refunds if cancelled
before five lasertionsl, Class Hied ad·
vertlsements must be paid in advanee,

hauling, dependable, reliable. Call mom at 299·
1501 evenings. 9/3
.. ·-- ·----··
--~-~------~--

4.

Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Claa•ified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, I'I,M, 87131

FORSALE

ENLARGERS f•'OR SALE. 35mm, 2·1'/• square,
4x5. Excellent bargains, 265-2444. 8/26
UPRTGHT PIANO,. great condition. $375. 266·
4567, 277·6404. 8/26
- -_____ ..,.,.. ·----- --- .
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SR·50 calculator with
charger $39,95, Gunrunner Pawn, 3107 Central
NE. 8/23

__

--~---

1.

PERSONALS

-

TI SR·fil CALCUI,ATOR brand now $72.50 call
Marty·B~-843~8124____ __ ---.. BICYCLES: J.OWEST PRICES on High quality
bicycles. Some used, some on sale. R.C. Hallett's
843-9378. tfn

----------·---

JEWTSH STUDEN'f UNION·Hillel will have our
first Shabbot dinner of the year ut the Inter·
national CentPr, 1808 Las Lomas NE. Call Wendy
299-1502, Bob 266·9109, Carol 277-5191 to make
reservations. 8/27
--

1966 V.W. BtJS rebuilt engine, riean, runs good.
$800 or best offer. Call 836-6227. fl/27
~-~

-~~~--

.·; ........

'

'

~.

~

-·--·~--------------

~

-~.~-.~. -...__.......·-~--

HANGGLIDER 19FT. PATHFINDER ext•ellrnt
condition $400. 296·8749. 8127
NIKON F2, like n~w. with lrns and rase $440.
Other Nikon bodies from $150. We buy·& trade
photo items. Wilson Camera, 3107 Central NI~.
8123

--------

KARMAN GIJIA~COMPI,ETEI,Y rt•stored.
Nt•w enjl'lne, brakt•s. Wired or CB. 29:l5195 ev<.>·

0.'
''

-~--<-------

20 PORTABJ,E T.V's $30 to $60. 4•11 Wyoming
NE, 255·5987. 10118

MALE, 30, hurting a lot because nobody cares,
seeks childfree nonsmoker female. Yours for the
~sking. ~-~· Box 1_3056,_!l_7~2~/_27 ~~ ~ ~ __
ATTENTION: UNM BOOKSTOIU~ open tonite
7 p.m. ~r YIJU_r_c~n~·~i:_~ce.__ 8~2~ ~-

,1. '

-·-----------·----

1965 V.W. SQUAREBACK, rcbuiiL engine, new
paint, tune up, AM/FM radio, exr~llent condition.
$725.00,877-4597. 8/23

-~--.--~·--

SOMETIMES WHEN THE whole thing gets to
be too much, it helps to talk about it, It doesn't
have to be a major crisis-maybe classes are a
drag or you're really down-and just talking with
another student can help. Phone AGORA at 2773013 or eome to the NW corner of Mesa Vista.
8/27

'

-~

nin~;s.

8127

• '

3.

'

'

SERVICES

5.

TYPING MANUSCRIPTS legal mP<liral resum~s.
theses, statistical. other. 2664770. 8/27

Mail your $10.00 to:
Daily Lobo
UNMBox20,
Univ. of N.M.
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131

-

CITADJ<:I, APARTMENTS~An aputm<•nt <'<>m
plt•x for tht• young and tht• ,voung In hrart. Rt•nt"
start at $145. IJargr swimming pool. f~ffit'i[•m·il•l.j
& 1-hdrm availahlr, furnisht•cl or unfurni<hrd.
Wnlkin1r distanc·r to lfNM. t!i20 l'ni><•r,it~· NK
243-2494. 9.'7

-·

-"-

LSAT·MCA'r EXAMS. l'rC'par• now. Gall Pro·
frssionnl Educators of Nt•w Mexico, Tnt•. 842·
5200. Ifn

---

FORRENT

--- .

BAlmY'S ELECTRONIC Rf~PAIR, l18 San
P~dro SE. 265·0335, Color TVs, tap~ decks, st<'rro,
amplifiers, auto radios; install burglar alnrms.
10% discount for sludt•nts with TD. Quick servirP.
'tlsed TVs for sal~. 8/26

ROOMti!O,\IUJ.·NEf:ll rt•sponsiblt• woman to
live-in !privnlt• ht•dro<lm'batht & •·an• for tw<l
ehildrrn 8 & 0; Monday ~'ridny 2:30 p.m. 9 p.m.
:3 blocks from llNl\'1, 2!l5 53 IX, 2;;:; 7225. H'27

i>AssPoni.-IoEI'iilfiCi.T'ioN-~i>u6ios~

Lowest prices in town! ~'nst, plea~ing, near UNM.
Call 265-2444 or comr to 1717 Girard Blvd, Nf:.
tfn

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PROGRAM DfltE('TORS YWCA ~·uiHimt• and
part-time work with lUlults and youth. Collt•J:t•
dt'!."l'~r and exprril'nrt•. Spanish language helpful.
Call Mrs, I,t•mbo or Mrs. Levin for appointnwnt.
2·17 88·11 ' 8 '23

M.S. WJI,[, TUTOR Math, Physics and statislh·s
26.~·~5_17_ nig~t~G-_?._ 8/2~ -~ .
c

I'ART TIMf~ JOB. Graduate studrnh only. !llu'l
lJP over 21 yraro; old. NL•L•cl twu parl·timt' t•mploy
~=..

<•es for day work. Also have p<"itions for f'rida,l'
& Saturday nights. Appl~· in P''"'on onl~·. Nco
phonr rall.r.; plt~ao.;L•. Han• \Vay J~ifiUOr ~tnn'o;o. :iiU1

Or come by

L,Jmas N~:. 5516 ~1l'naul NJ:.;. 9.110

Marron Hall
Room 131

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

('JIIf,[) CARK J,a l'ut•rta dt• los Ninos. lnnova
tivr, noncomprlilivt•. ("vrtifit·d tt•at•ht•rs. Mah• and
femal<• starr. Virld trips. Gardening, Stat<•
lit•t•nsrs. 3701 ('arlislt• NE.I'hnrw :Ill 6;j5!1. X 2ti

Flmf:: .m:At'Tlf't :j, n:~1A u:
:!55 5160.

rat,

S[J:t;v<•rl.

(j 27
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~ Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily

~
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LOBO
times(s) beginning
' under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale;
6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.
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Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
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Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more times-9¢ perword
Terms Cash in advance
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Marron Hall, Room 132
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ManTo
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New· Mex•·co 87131
.
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